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The Plain Regulations Act, HR 3786

n January 18, Congressman 
Bruce Braley (D–Iowa) intro-
duced the Plain Regulations 
Act. The Act would require 

federal agencies to use plain language in 
all new and substantially revised proposed 
and final regulations. In determining what 
plain language is, agencies would follow 
guidance issued by the director of the Of-
fice of Management and Budget under the 
Plain Writing Act of 2010.1

Congressman Braley also introduced the 
Plain Writing Act, which became law with 
strong bipartisan support. The original draft 
of that Act had covered regulations, but 
the provision was deleted during the legis-
lative process because of opposition from 
several sources.

The same criticisms are certain to resur-
face now under the Plain Regulations Act. 
Let’s examine them.

Criticism 1: A law requiring regulations 
to be written in plain language would 
be used to slow down or derail the 
regulatory process by those who oppose 
government’s role in regulating.

Currently, many poorly written regula-
tions languish on policymakers’ desks await-

ing an explanation. Then they are further 
delayed at the Office of Management and 
Budget while OMB examiners ask for ex-
planations or clarification from the agency.

So rather than delaying regulations, the 
Plain Regulations Act will probably speed 
up the regulatory process because plain-
language regulations are easier to review. 
Since the structure and language are clearer, 
it’s easier to tell whether the underlying rea-
soning is sound and whether the regulation 
is both complete and accurate. The same 
characteristics that make a plain-language 
regulation easier for the regulated commu-
nity to read and comprehend make it easier 
for the reviewers as well.

Besides, someone intent on delaying a 
regulation has other, more powerful tools to 
use, such as demanding additional analyses 
under the Paperwork Reduction Act, Execu-
tive Order 12866, and the Regulatory Flexi-
bility Act.2 Demands for additional economic 
analysis under one of these authorities are a 
much more effective delaying tactic.

And if regulations are delayed for lack of 
clarity, the remedy will be straightforward, 
unlike in cases of delay for other reasons. 
Remedying the unclear language will nor-
mally take much less time than performing 
additional economic analyses and will re-

sult in a superior product that causes fewer 
problems for everyone.

Criticism 2: It’s impossible to measure 
compliance with the plain-language 
requirement. Measurement will further 
tie up the regulatory process.

There are three simple ways to check 
a regulation for clarity: (1) use software 
to spot obvious flaws, (2) use a checklist 
to catch problems with organization and 
flow, and (3) have a colleague review the 
edited product.

Readily available software that’s part of 
most word-processing programs, or more 
sophisticated free-standing programs such 
as Stylewriter or Visible Thread, will identify 
fundamental problems like sentence length 
and passive voice. The Federal Plain Language 
Guidelines3 or other document checklists 4 
are handy tools for reviewing other issues. 
And a final review by a fresh pair of eyes 
should already be part of writing any rule.

The gold standard for testing a docu-
ment’s clarity is to test the draft with a sam-
ple of the public affected by the regulations. 
While that won’t usually be possible with reg-
ulations, comments on the regulations.gov 
website will serve as a good substitute. Giv-
ing the public the right to demand clarity 
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should result in more comments on whether 
draft regulations meet that goal. And with 
the ready availability of simple and cheap 
online surveying software such as Survey 
Monkey, it’s possible to conduct some sim-
ple tests of regulatory language.

Finally, long-term public reaction to the 
regulation will show whether it commu -
ni cates clearly. Does the agency get fewer 
questions about the regulations? Is the com-
pliance rate higher? Are required forms filled 
out more completely and correctly? In the 
1980s, when the FCC wrote the first plain-
language regulation (on citizens band ra-
dios), the number of calls to the agency 
declined significantly. The agency was able 
to reassign all five staff members who had 
been answering questions from the public.

Criticism 3: Plain language is imprecise.
Much of what plain language proposes 

has nothing to do with precision. “In the 
event of default on the part of the buyer” is 
no more precise than “if the buyer defaults.” 
Long, complicated sentences crammed with 
clauses and conditions don’t make a compli-
cated idea clearer. Proponents have dem-
onstrated time and again that the verbose, 
convoluted traditional style of legal writing 
is unnecessary. You can see many examples 
on the plainlanguage.gov website.5

While there are no simple alternatives 
for terms like “good cause” and “reasonable 
doubt,” terms of art are a tiny part of any 
legal document—less than 3 percent in one 
study that was published in this column.6 
The rest can be written in plain language, 
and even technical terms can often be trans-
lated into plain language with just a few 
extra words.

If anything, plain language is more pre-
cise than old-style legalese because it lays 
bare all the confusion and uncertainty that 
legalese tends to hide.7 Anyone who has had 
experience writing in plain language knows 
that to be true.

Criticism 4: It’s too hard to write 
regulations in plain language.

We hear this complaint from executive-
branch attorneys who have spent their careers 
writing in the traditional federal bureau-
cratic style.

It is hard to write in plain language, with-
out question. Explaining complex legal and 
technical provisions clearly is a challenge—
whether it’s in the traditional cumbersome 
style or in plain language. But since sev-
eral plain-language regulations have already 
been codified,8 evidently at least some fed-
eral attorneys can cope with the challenge.

What’s more, while writing plainly may 
be hard work, it’s not as hard as decipher-
ing unclear language. Spending time at the 
drafting stage to ensure that regulations are 
clear saves more people more time and 
money and helps avoid litigation over the 
meaning of a regulation. So it’s likely that 
the up-front costs of writing in plain lan-
guage will be repaid many times over by 
the savings, not only to the regulated com-
munity but also to the agencies themselves. 
In a forthcoming book, Writing for Dol-
lars, Writing to Please: The Case for Plain 
Language in Business, Government, and 
Law, Joseph Kimble summarizes 50 studies 
dem on strat ing the extraordinary benefits—
including time and money saved—from 
communicating in plain language. Every-
body wins.

Finally, there is a simple moral imperative: 
citizens have a right to be able to understand 
the regulations that govern their lives, and 
the government has a corresponding duty to 
write those regulations in plain language.

HR 3786 deserves the same bipartisan 
support—in Congress and among the pub-
lic—that the Plain Writing Act received. It 
should become law. n
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